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ABSTRACT The membrane dye FM 1-43 has frequently been used to quantify exocytosis in neurons. In epithelia, intense
lateral intracellular space staining and ﬂuctuations in baseline labeling produced inconsistent results. Membrane retrieved in the
presence of FM 1-43 retains the dye, however, and cells that undergo compensatory endocytosis during and following evoked
exocytosis contain punctate, ﬂuorescent particles after washout of external stain. As an alternative measure of trafﬁcking, we
quantiﬁed the ﬂuorescent puncta retained after dye washout and tested our method on both coverslip-grown cell clusters and
ﬁlter-grown intact monolayers. Images for analysis were acquired using serial sectioning with either epiﬂuorescence or confocal
microscopy. Tests with an intestinal goblet cell line that exhibits basal and ATP-stimulated granule trafﬁcking conﬁrmed that 1),
the algorithm identiﬁed the same number of internalized particles with either epiﬂuorescence or confocal microscopy acquired
images; 2), low density clusters exhibited signiﬁcantly more internalized particles per cell than either ﬁlter-grown monolayers or
high density clusters; 3), ATP stimulation signiﬁcantly increased the number of internalized particles in all preparations; and 4),
the number of particles internalized was comparable to capacitance measurements of exocytosis. This method provides a
single technique for quantifying membrane trafﬁcking in both monolayers and unpolarized cells.
INTRODUCTION
Membrane trafﬁcking in epithelia is known or suspected to
regulate the number and lifetime of several ion channels in
the plasma membrane (1–3), as well as the secretion of large
proteins such as mucin that play an important role in
maintaining and protecting the epithelial surface (4). Inten-
sive effort is underway to identify the regulatory pathways
controlling membrane trafﬁcking in epithelia. Single cell
electrophysiology and ﬂuorescence techniques exist for the
measurement of vesicle fusion, retrieval, and product release
in real time (5,6), but their application to epithelial cells is
often questioned: do single cells represent an adequate model
of the intact epithelial monolayer?
The epithelium provides a barrier between external
(luminal) and plasma compartments, as well as vectorial
transport of salt, water, nutrients, and waste products be-
tween these compartments. Development of the polarized
epithelial monolayer progresses through cell adhesion,
proliferation of cells to form clusters exhibiting spatial
contact, and formation of tight junctions between cells. At
each step of this process, a complex interaction of proteins
and cell signaling occurs, and some of these interactions are
also known to regulate trafﬁcking and secretion (7–9). For
example, integrins active during cell adhesion and spreading
mediate activation of phospholipase C, which in turn
produces diacylglycerol and inositol triphosphate, leading
to an elevation of intracellular calcium and activation of
protein kinase C (8). The activation of second messengers as
a function of cell polarity suggests that differences in protein
or ion secretion might be expected in a particular epithelial
cell line at different stages of monolayer development.
One ion channel shown to exhibit functional changes
based on polarization is the epithelial sodium channel
(ENaC). In the mouse cortical collecting duct, ENaC currents
were not present in single cells but appeared once these same
cells had grown to conﬂuency and exhibited active vectorial
transport (10). Our measurements of mucin and chloride
secretion in an HT29 subclone also identiﬁed different
secretory responses in single cells (11,12) versus monolayers
(13). However, the separate measurement techniques used to
record current and capacitance changes in single cells versus
monolayers may also contribute to different results. Whole
cell patch clamping with measurement of capacitance re-
cords net exocytosis in the single cell, but impedance anal-
ysis is used to track exocytosis in the intact monolayer. The
monolayer conﬁguration limits access to the intracellular
environment, averages the response of all cells in the mono-
layer, and offers a relatively low time resolution (14). The
lack of a uniformly applicable assay has potentially limited
study of the impact cell differentiation status has on protein
and ion secretion; much of the information known about
monolayer differentiation is derived from studies exploring
the development of malignancies (15).
Research in the neural and neuroendocrine ﬁelds has used
the ﬂuorescent membrane dye FM 1-43 to assess rates of
exocytosis and endocytosis using microscopy (5). The basic
concept is straightforward (16): FM 1-43 in solution is
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minimally ﬂuorescent; upon binding membranes, it becomes
intensely ﬂuorescent. Plasma membranes exposed to solu-
tion containing FM 1-43 will ﬂuoresce, and since the dye
does not cross the lipid bilayer, increases in ﬂuorescence
after preliminary labeling are attributed to increases in mem-
brane surface area due to granule or vesicle fusion. Granules
or vesicles will retain the staining during endocytosis in the
continued presence of extracellular dye, and therefore the
ﬂuorescence signal reﬂects both fused and endocytosedmem-
brane. Plasma membrane staining can be removed by per-
fusing with dye-free solution, and this technique has been
used to prestain vesicles to monitor recycling events.
We examined the application of FM 1-43 to assess
membrane trafﬁcking in the Cl.16E subclone of the human
colonic cancer cell line HT29, which forms conﬂuent mono-
layers with at least 50% of cells exhibiting goblet cell pro-
perties including large numbers of mucin granules in the
apical pole (17). Several techniques have demonstrated that
purinergic agonists stimulate exocytosis in this line: electron
micrographs of control and ATP-stimulated monolayers,
which demonstrate compound exocytosis (18); capacitance
measurements in isolated cells (11,12) and impedance anal-
ysis of intact monolayers (13), which demonstrate that ATP
stimulates a transient increase in capacitance; and detection
of secreted, radiolabeled mucins. We report here our reﬁne-
ment to the FM 1-43 technique that allows quantifying mem-
brane trafﬁcking in single cells, cell clusters of variable
density, and ﬁlter-grown intact monolayers, as well as our
preliminary observations on the behavior of cells in these
different conﬁgurations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
HT29-Cl.16E cells were propagated in Falcon culture ﬂasks (25 cm2) in a
humidiﬁed atmosphere of 95% air, 5% CO2 at 37C. The cells were fed daily
with a standard media consisting of Dulbecco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS)
and 4 mM L-glutamine. Cultures were periodically tested for mycoplasma
using a commercial kit (Mycotect, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and found free
of contamination. The passage numbers for the reported experiments were
between 23 and 45. Polarized cell monolayers were grown on Vitrogen-
coated, Transwell Clear (size 6.5 mm) ﬁlters. Cl.16E cells were seeded at a
density of 4–63 105/ﬁlter, became visually conﬂuent after 7 days, and were
used between days 9 and 14. Single cells and cell clusters were grown on No.
1, 25-mm glass coverslips and typically seeded using 1/10 the concentration
used for ﬁlters. Coverslips were used for microscopy studies either 2–3 days
or 7–9 days after plating.
DMEM, FBS, and L-glutaminewere purchased from Invitrogen. Vitrogen
was purchased from Collagen (Palo Alto, CA), and Transwell ﬁlters from
Millipore (Bedford, MA). The ﬂuorescent dyes FM 1-43, FM 1-43FX, and
DRAQ5 were purchased from Invitrogen-Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR).
All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).
FM 1-43 labeling
Image acquisition and analysis were performed after dye exposure and
washout, thus two labeling techniques were possible: perfused labeling
performed on the microscope stage and static labeling performed in an
incubator. Since endocytosis is a dynamic process with an expectation that
endocytosed particles will eventually be recycled or degraded, serial
sectioning needed to be performed as quickly as possible within a ﬁnite
interval after dye washout on live cells, or preparations needed to be ﬁxed
for later imaging. This time constraint led to perfused labeling on the
microscope as the primary choice for live cell preparations. FM 1-43 is quite
labile and our initial experiments ﬁxing FM 1-43 labeled cells were
unsuccessful; however, a ﬁxable variant of FM 1-43 is available and was
used when ﬁxation was to be performed.
A second constraint when choosing a labeling method was the ease with
which high resolution serial sectioning could be performed. High numerical
aperture (NA) objectives limit the depth of focus and are therefore desirable
for sectioning, but they usually have a small working distance (separation
between the objective and specimen). Cells grown on No. 1 thickness cov-
erslips met the limits of high NA objectives, but cells grown on permeable
ﬁlters did not, due to the space required for perfusion. Because the ﬁlter
membrane can be removed from the holder and mounted on a slide after
ﬁxation to allow high resolution serial sectioning, static labeling was pre-
ferred with monolayers.
Perfused labeling
All experiments were performed at 37C. Coverslips were mounted in a
PDMI-2 open perfusion microincubation chamber with a TC-202 temper-
ature controller (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA), which was then
mounted on the stage of an inverted microscope (Diaphot 300; Nikon,
Tokyo, Japan) equipped for epiﬂuorescence. The 300-ml chamber was per-
fused at 1 ml/min. Perfusion was momentarily stopped for solution changes;
delay from perfusion reservoir to chamber was 60 s.
Each experiment consisted of 7-min perfusion with 4 mM FM 1-43
to label cells and assess basal trafﬁcking, followed by 5-min perfusion
with 4 mM FM 1-43 6 200 mM ATP to stimulate mucin secretion. Finally,
extracellular FM 1-43 labeling was removed by perfusing with bath solu-
tion for 8 min. Phosphate-buffered bath solution (PBS) was used for all
experiments (in mM, 145 NaCl, 0.4 KH2PO4, 1.6 K2HPO4, 1.0 MgCl2,
1.5 CaCl2, and 5 glucose at pH 7.3). During perfusion, images were ac-
quired every 20 s at a focal plane of 5 mm (above the coverslip). The ex-
posure time per image was 0.16 s. Images collected during this phase were
used for qualitative assessments of labeling and washout. Immediately after
the 8-min washout, serial sectioning was performed as described below.
Static labeling
Static labeling experiments were performed on either coverslips or
Transwell ﬁlters and used the ﬁxable variant of FM 1-43. All solutions
were maintained at 37C unless noted. Cell culture media were removed,
and cells rinsed twice with PBS. After rinsing, 10 mM FM 1-43FX in PBS
was added and cells returned to the incubator for 7 min. This solution was
then exchanged with PBS1 10 mMFM 1-43FX6ATP and incubated for 5
min. Cells were then rinsed three times with PBS and returned to the
incubator for 4 min. This destaining step was repeated once to give 8 min
total in dye-free bath. After the ﬁnal incubation, the warm bath was
immediately replaced with ice-cold PBS to stop endocytosis and prepare
cells for ﬁxation. During the steps above, coverslips received 1-ml bath 6
additives whereas ﬁlters, incubated in Transwell holders, received 800-ml
bath to the basolateral compartment and 100-ml bath 6 additives to the
apical compartment.
Within minutes of the ﬁnal incubation, the cells were incubated in 4%
paraformaldyhyde at 4C for 20 min. Cells were rinsed twice with cold PBS
then incubated in a nuclear staining cocktail (5 mM Hoechst 1 5 mM
DRAQ5) at 4C for 40 min. Both stains were used to allow imaging with
epiﬂuorescence or laser light sources. After a ﬁnal rinse, coverslips and
excised ﬁlters were mounted on glass slides for later microscopy.
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Microscopy
Serial sectioning with epiﬂuorescence microscopy
The coverslip was illuminated using a 75-W xenon lamp and 485-nm
excitation ﬁlter through a 403, NA 1.3 objective. A multiple wavelength
emission ﬁlter was used to capture FM 1-43 ﬂuorescence at 530 nm and
above 590 nm; for ﬁxed coverslips, acquisition of the Hoechst nuclear stain
was also performed with excitation at 380 nm and emission at 460 nm. The
signal was recorded using a C4742-95 charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
(Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu, Japan). The coverslip was identiﬁed using
transmitted light and set as the reference plane (Z¼ 0 mm). A typical ﬁeld of
view (640 3 512 pixels) contained several individual cells and/or cell
clusters.
Serial sectioning was performed by stepping the focal plane in 1-mm
steps from below the coverslip to 25 mm above the coverslip with an image
acquisition at each step. The exposure time per image was 0.16 s, and the
stack was acquired in succession without delay. All images collected during
this phase were stored in one ﬁle (stacked tagged image ﬁle (TIF) format) to
facilitate automated data analysis. Shutter, excitation ﬁlter, and z axis
position were under software control (SimplePCI, Compix, Sewickley, PA)
through a LUDL (LEP, Hawthorne, NY) controller.
Serial sectioning with confocal microscopy
Confocal sectioning was performed on a Leica (Wetzlar, Germany) TCS-SL
upright microscope. Laser power settings never exceeded 30% of maximum,
and pinhole size was set at optimal (as determined by Leica software) for the
643, 1.4 NA objective used. To capture FM 1-43 and DRAQ5 ﬂuorescence,
laser illumination and emission ﬁlters were alternated between green (480
nm) and far red (680 nm1) settings, respectively. Serial sections were taken
every 0.45 mm through the cells starting just above the level of the apical
membrane to the point where the support became visible. All images
collected during this phase were stored in one ﬁle (stacked TIF format) to
facilitate automated data analysis. Source and z axis position were under
Leica software control.
Dimensional limits
The theoretical resolution limits in the lateral (x-y) and axial (z) planes are
deﬁned from basic optical principles as the radius of the ﬁrst dark ring in the
Airy diffraction image (rAiry) and the distance from the center of the three-
dimensional diffraction pattern to the ﬁrst axial minimum (zmin), respec-
tively, where the diffraction pattern results from an inﬁnitely small point
source (19):
rAiry ¼ 0:61 lo
NAobj
zmin ¼ 2lohðNAobjÞ2
:
For the epiﬂuorescence microscope used, the primary emission wave-
length (lo) is 530 nm, the refractive index (h) for an oil objective is 1.515,
and the NA of the objective is 1.3, giving the theoretical resolutions as 0.25
mm laterally and 0.95 mm axially.
The actual lateral resolution is also a function of the magnifying power of
the objective and the binning of individual elements (pixels) of the CCD
camera. The transmitted light resolution measured using a calibrated scale
with the 403 objective and no binning (1280 3 1024 pixel image) was
0.163 mm; with 2 3 2 binning (640 3 512 pixel image) the actual lateral
resolution is 0.325 mm.
The excitation light of an epiﬂuorescence microscope produces signif-
icant intensity above and below the plane in focus, reducing the contrast of
focused objects and thus degrading the axial resolution (19). The manner in
which light emanating from a source outside of the focal plane impinges
upon a focused image can be modeled by measuring the point spread func-
tion (PSF) of the experimental setup. This was accomplished by collecting
images of a point source, modeled by a 175-nm ﬂuorescent bead (PS-Speck,
Molecular Probes), at 1-mm intervals across the z axis range and plotting the
intensity changes in the point as a function of the z axis position (20). The
apparent resolution, or depth of ﬁeld (d), can be estimated as (19)
d ¼ 1
4
ðz1min  zminÞ;
where these zmin values represent the axial minima to either side of the central
maximum. The PSF for the epiﬂuorescence experimental setup measured an
apparent depth of ﬁeld of 3.25 mm.
Image analysis
Each image ﬁle produced from serial sectioning was processed to provide
quantiﬁcation of internalized membrane. For low density cell preparations,
each cell or cell cluster was processed separately: a region of interest (ROI)
was drawn around the perimeter of the individual cell or cell cluster to
identify the outermost boundary, using the focal plane exhibiting the largest
diameter or surface area, respectively (typically 4–6 mm above the
coverslip). For high density cell preparations, a rectangular ROI was used
encompassing 100–200 cells. Each image in the stack was then subjected to
the following steps to determine the location and size of all punctate objects:
1), A new (gradient) image was generated by ﬁltering the original image
with a Laplacian (gradient) operator (below) to identify signiﬁcant gradients
in intensity. 2), The gradient image was smoothed to average out noise
speckling, using a 33 3 median ﬁlter (21). 3), A binary mask was generated
by tagging pixels in the smoothed, gradient image that exceeded a ﬁxed
threshold. 4), The tagged pixels in the mask were examined to ensure they
did not mark residual junction staining, using an operator to identify tags
whose length was at least four times their width. 5), The binary mask was
then used as a template to identify and analyze objects in the original,
unprocessed image. These analysis steps were performed using intrinsic
functions available in our imaging software (SimplePCI) and are graphically
demonstrated for a single plane (see Fig. 3).
Detection algorithm
Each image plane in a stack collected after FM 1-43 washout exhibited
punctate ﬂuorescence from objects within the focal plane, more diffuse
punctate ﬂuorescence from near focal plane objects, and general diffuse
ﬂuorescence from residual plasma membrane staining and objects well
outside of the focal plane. The simplest method to detect punctate
ﬂuorescence would be to tag all pixels exceeding a ﬁxed threshold of
ﬂuorescence after determining what constituted the desired particle intensity.
In practice, signiﬁcant variability in the desired particle intensity occurs at
different heights in the cell and between experiments. This variability re-
sults because diffuse ﬂuorescence from outside the focal plane impinges
on the ﬂuorescence of objects in the focal plane with varying magnitudes
of intensity and due to experimental variability such as small ﬂuctuations in
the concentration of FM 1-43. To detect punctate objects unambiguously,
we applied a Laplacian operator to identify signiﬁcant, abrupt transitions
in pixel-to-pixel intensity (21). The Laplacian operator generates a new
image (B) that approximates the gradients in intensity I of the original
image (A):
=
2
I[
@
2
I
@x
21
@
2
I
@y
2;
through convolution with a Laplacian kernel (L). The Laplacian kernel is a
3 3 3 matrix with values:
L ¼
1 1 1
1 8 1
1 1 1
2
4
3
5:
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In our implementation, original image A is represented by a 640 3 512
matrix whose elements store the intensity of each pixel using a 16-bit
grayscale. The convolution is performed through a simple sum for each
neighborhood deﬁned by the 3 3 3 kernel:
Bx;y ¼ +
1
i;j¼1
Li12;j123Ax1i;y1j:
A scaling factor of 1/2 3 216 is added to each element to avoid negative
values and results in a medium gray pixel in the absence of a gradient. The
edge values (B1,y; B640,y; Bx,1; Bx,512) are discarded. The symmetry of the
Laplacian kernel provides for a greater response to puncta over boundary
lines (21), an optimal response for this application.
A Laplacian ﬁlter is an intrinsic function in many image-processing soft-
ware packages and can be utilized if it conforms to the kernel and operation
deﬁned above, simplifying implementation of the detection algorithm. The
image-processing steps described here were programmed as a macro in our
software and performed automatically but allowed user intervention at key
decision points. The macro produced a spreadsheet containing size, in-
tensity, and area information for every identiﬁed punctate object throughout
each cell’s volume. Processing time for a typical stack of images was ,15
min; without user intervention pauses, a stack of 25 images can be processed
in ,1 min.
Normalizing puncta to cell area
After image processing, the total number of puncta, their average size in
pixels, their distribution throughout the analyzed volume, and surface area
of the ROI used to collect the information were known. Spatial calibration
was performed for each combination of microscope, objective, and image
binning used as follows: a precision micrometer slide (Leica) displaying a
2-mm scale bar divided into 0.01-mm units was illuminated and captured for
display using SimplePCI image acquisition software. A line was drawn on
the image spanning 10 units (100 mm), and the line length in pixels used to
calculate a spatial conversion factor in pixels/mm. These conversion factors
were used to convert pixel data to spatial equivalents.
Quantifying the results on a per-cell basis required accounting for the
total number of cells in the ROI used to count puncta. For small cell clusters,
the total number of cells was easily counted, and during perfused labeling an
image acquired before dye washout facilitated the process due to dye
permeation between cells (Fig. 2 B). Cell counting was tedious for large or
dense cell clusters, but ﬁxed cells counterstained with a nuclear stain
simpliﬁed the task to counting the better deﬁned nuclei in an ROI. Results
can be presented as number of puncta at speciﬁc cell heights (sections) or
summed for all sections to provide total number of puncta per cell. Since
the average and total area of puncta are also known, results may also be
presented in terms of labeled area.
Electrophysiology methods for measuring exocytosis use capacitance as
a measure of surface area, with increases in capacitance attributable to the
surface area of exocytosed granules and vesicles. It was desirable to
determine whether the puncta internalized in the presence of FM 1-43 were
comparable to capacitance measurements of exocytosis. If the area of each
punctate object is taken as the two-dimensional cross section of a spherical
object, then the corresponding surface area is calculated as 43 the cross
section, based on the relationship between the surface area of a circle (pr2)
and the surface area of a sphere (4pr2). Thus an equivalent capacitance per
cell attributable to exocytosis was calculated using the measured pixel to
pixel dimensions and the standard conversion factor of 1 mF/cm2 (see Tables
1–3 below).
Statistics
Tabulated data are shown as means 6 SE of the mean of n experiments,
where each experiment represents an ROI containing $100 cells for ﬁlters
and high density coverslips or an average of ﬁve cells for low density
coverslips. Statistical comparisons were carried out using the Student’s
t-test, with p , 0.05 considered signiﬁcant.
RESULTS
Measurement of exocytosis
The ﬂuorescent dye FM 1-43 rapidly and reversibly labels
the extracellular membranes of cells to which it is exposed.
The traditional use of FM 1-43, to quantify exocytosis in
neurons, equates an agonist-induced increase in mean
ﬂuorescent intensity (MFI) after a ﬁnite labeling period to
the labeling of new membrane inserted during exocytosis (5).
Labeled membrane retains its ﬂuorescence during endocy-
tosis, providing a cumulative measure of exocytosis as the
sum of MFI from internalized and newly inserted surface
membrane. We tested this traditional technique on HT29-
Cl.16E cells, using a stimulation protocol previously dem-
onstrated to result in a 15% increase in the membrane
capacitance of single cells (11).
Several differences between the 16E cells and reported
results in neurons were immediately evident. First, as FM
1-43 was perfused over cells (Fig. 1), the rapid increase in
MFI expected during preliminary labeling of membranes
persisted for at least 2 min in all cases (n ¼ 56) and did not
reach a steady state over the course of 12 min (control cases,
n ¼ 13). This preliminary labeling period was six times
longer than the volume exchange rate of the microscope
chamber (20 s; Materials and Methods). The 2-min labeling
period markedly exceeded the 5 s typically reported in neu-
rons (22), and the failure to reach a constant MFI in the
absence of stimulation indicated that signiﬁcant basal
FIGURE 1 Changes in MFI do not reliably reﬂect total exocytosis. The
average MFI of 12 cells from separate clusters of 1–10 cells each was
measured as dye was perfused onto the coverslip then washed off. The two
experiments shown (6200 mM ATP) were recorded from consecutive
coverslips on the same day, with age in culture, focal plane above the
coverslip, and concentration of FM 1-43 identical for each. Even with these
balanced conditions, the difference in response 6 ATP is not statistically
signiﬁcant. Data are presented as mean6 SE of the 12 cells. Lettered arrows
correspond to images in Fig. 2.
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membrane turnover was continuously occurring. Second,
during stimulation, intense staining of the lateral intracellular
spaces (LIS) between cells occurred (Fig. 2). Third, washout
of the dye after stimulation clearly revealed signiﬁcant
endocytosis, evident as a pattern of ﬂuorescent puncta, but
there was no evidence that signiﬁcantly more internalization
had occurred in the near LIS region compared to other near
membrane regions of cells. Additional anomalies are dem-
onstrated in the Supplementary Material.
Quantifying endocytosed membrane
The discrete puncta evident in cells after FM 1-43 washout
(Fig. 2 C) suggested an alternate technique for measuring
trafﬁcking in epithelia: quantify the membrane internalized
during the stimulation protocol. Capacitance measurements
in HT29-Cl.16E cells had shown that ATP-stimulated capac-
itance increases were transient: cell capacitance returned to
baseline levels within minutes after stimulation (11,13). This
suggested that cells retrieved membrane equivalent to the
new membrane inserted during granule exocytosis, in agree-
ment with stimulated secretion responses in neural and neu-
roendocrine cells (23). To provide a quantitative assessment
of endocytosis, measurement of the size of all the ﬂuores-
cent, punctate objects per cell was required. An automated
technique that would ignore residual plasmamembrane label-
ing, analyze the entire cell volume, and if possible identify
puncta in images collected with epiﬂuorescence microscopy
was desirable.
Two steps were required to implement this approach:
collect images representative of the cell volume, then pro-
cess the images to identify endocytosed puncta. The ﬁrst
step, serial sectioning, was accomplished by capturing
images at discrete, equally spaced focal planes starting at
the coverslip and moving up through the cell height, and
produced a stack of images representing the cell’s volume.
The spacing between focal planes (Dz) is typically a com-
promise between the theoretical and actual z axis resolution
of the microscope (Materials and Methods): out-of-focus
ﬂuorescence degrades the epiﬂuorescence image, and all
images suffer as the NA of the objective decreases. For
epiﬂuorescence experiments a Dz ¼ 1 mm was used with an
objective NA $ 1.3, whereas a Dz ¼ 0.45 mm was typically
used with confocal microscopy.
We generated an algorithm using standard image-pro-
cessing tools to perform the second step. To identify ﬂuo-
rescent puncta in each image, a map was created identifying
the location and size of all the punctate objects found. With
epiﬂuorescence microscopy, out-of-focus objects and non-
speciﬁc labeling create background ﬂuorescence that is hazy
with small graduations in intensity (Fig. 3 A). Conversely,
when puncta are in the focal plane, the graduations in inten-
sity are sharp due to the clear focus. We used a Laplacian
ﬁlter, which produces a new image whose grayscale values
reﬂect the intensity gradients in the original image, to
identify focused puncta (Fig. 3 B). A smoothing ﬁlter was
applied to the Laplacian image to average out single pixel
gradients (noise speckle, (21)) in the dark regions of the
image.
FIGURE 2 A low density cell cluster during perfusion with FM 1-43 1
ATP. The corresponding MFI for each image was shown in Fig. 1. Focal
plane is 5 mm above the coverslip. (A) Preliminary labeling of the cells with
FM 1-43 after 7 min in dye. Bar represents 10 mm. (B) After 4-min exposure
to ATP, the LIS are intensely stained. Some internalization of ﬂuorescence is
evident on the periphery of the cell cluster (arrowhead), whereas the intense
staining of the LIS between cells (arrow) makes it difﬁcult to discern
internalization. (C) After washout of extracellular FM 1-43, internalized dye
is evident as puncta within each cell. The degree of internalization does not
appear different between peripheral (arrowhead) and LIS adjacent (arrow)
cells. The intensity range of C was expanded to reveal the low ﬂuorescence
detail.
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A threshold detection operation was applied to the gra-
dient image to generate the map of punctate objects (Fig.
3 C). In the absence of a gradient due to a bright puncta, the
corresponding pixel in the gradient image is medium gray
(Fig. 3 B); a positive gradient results in a lighter gray pixel or
larger value. The threshold for detecting a pixel gradient and
assigning it to the map was 5% above the medium gray level
for epiﬂuorescence images and 2% for confocal images. The
map itself is a simple binary image: one color (green) if the
pixel below it represented a punctate object, another (black)
if it did not. After the binary map was generated from the
gradient image, it was checked for unusual tags: if any con-
tiguous group of green pixels was four times longer than
wide, cell-cell junction labeling was suspected and the pixels
were deselected (Fig. 3 D). The ﬁnal binary map, overlaid on
the original image, was used to identify which pixels to
analyze as internalized puncta (Fig. 3 E).
Cell density affects quantity of
membrane internalized
We tested this algorithm on data collected from cells grown
on glass coverslips as well as monolayers grown on per-
meable ﬁlters and compared FM 1-43 labeling techniques
and confocal versus epiﬂuorescence microscopy for serial
sectioning. Cells grown on coverslips and cultured for 2–3
days (low density, ﬁve cells/cluster on average) exhibited
signiﬁcant basal internalization, 3166 31 particles/cell (n ¼
17; Table 1). With 200 mM ATP included in the FM 1-43
solution for 5 min before washout, the number of internal-
ized particles/cell signiﬁcantly increased to 443 6 28 (n ¼
21). These values correspond to equivalent capacitances of
3.3 and 4.7 pF/cell, respectively (Table 1).
Whole cell patch clamping has demonstrated that ATP
stimulates a 15% increase in membrane capacitance in
HT29-Cl.16E (11,12), with the distribution of stimulated
changes in capacitance (Fig. 4) a reﬂection of the range in
cell size. Interestingly, no change in membrane capacitance
is recorded under basal conditions, presumably because cell
surface area is maintained at steady state. In comparing the
FM 1-43 results with patch clamping, we considered two pos-
sibilities: 1) ATP-stimulated secretion occurs on top of basal
secretion, or 2) ATP stimulation overrides basal secretion.
For the ﬁrst case, the capacitance increase attributed to ATP
FIGURE 3 Image-processing steps to identify internalized FM 1-43
labeled particles. (A) An ROI (in red) is manually drawn around the cluster
perimeter; only particles inside the ROI will be considered. (B) A Laplacian
ﬁlter and smoothing ﬁlter are applied to the image to highlight intensity
gradients (Materials and Methods), generating a new image. (C) A binary
map (in green) is generated by tagging pixels in the gradient image with
values above a ﬁxed threshold. (D) Tagged pixels in the map are marked
(blue) then removed if they are overly elongated with respect to their width
(to eliminate nonpunctate tags). (E) Pixels in the original image that lie under
the map (green) are analyzed for frequency and area.
TABLE 1 Membrane internalized in low density
coverslipped cells
2–3-day-old
cells on
coverslips
No.
particles
per cell
Average
particle
diameter (nm)
Calculated
capacitance
(pF/cell)
Effective cross
section area
per cell (mm2)
Basal (n ¼ 17) 316 6 31 570 6 10 3.3 6 0.4 277 6 21
ATP (n ¼ 21) 443 6 28* 580 6 10 4.7 6 0.3* 222 6 7*
*p , 0.05.
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would be 1.4 pF/cell (E1 line in Fig. 4; DCm ¼ 4.7 pF/cell
3.3 pF/cell). For the second case, with ATP present for only
half of the FM 1-43 exposure period (time course in Fig. 1),
we needed to subtract the basal internalization that occurred
before ATP addition. Assuming the amount of basal
internalization that occurred before ATP addition was half
the value measured for basal turnover alone, the capacitance
increase attributed to ATP would be 3.1 pF/cell (E2 line in
Fig. 4; DCm ¼ 4.7 pF/cell  (1/2) 3 3.3 pF/cell). For either
case, the FM 1-43 internalization measurement was compa-
rable to patch clamping (Fig. 4) and also revealed that
signiﬁcant trafﬁcking occurred in the absence of stimuli even
though it did not result in a signiﬁcant change in net
membrane area.
Impedance analysis has been used to monitor capacitance
in intact monolayers, and we have estimated that ATP-
stimulated capacitance increases in HT29-Cl.16E correspond
to a range of 40–170 granules per cell (13). Using the ﬁxable
variant of FM 1-43, we tested intact monolayers in response
to ATP. Using epiﬂuorescence microscopy to perform serial
sectioning, we found the monolayers exhibited much less
basal internalization (4 6 1 particles/cell, n ¼ 6; Table 2)
than low density coverslipped cells and were responsive to
ATP (15 6 2 particles/cell, n ¼ 3). Since the monolayers
were ﬁxed, we also performed serial sectioning on the same
preparations using confocal microscopy. The confocal
technique eliminates much of the out-of-focus haze evident
in epiﬂuorescence images, clearly rendering the internalized
puncta (Fig. 5 C) and making it relatively easy to identify
them. Application of the gradient process to confocal images
resulted in signiﬁcant noise speckling, and the smoothing
operation was mandatory (Fig. 5, A and B). We used our
algorithm to count puncta in the confocal sections (Table 2)
and found the same numbers of particles internalized per
cell as identiﬁed in the epiﬂuorescence-acquired sections,
conﬁrming our algorithm was accurately identifying puncta
in the presence of out-of-focus haze. The confocal sections
were acquired with higher magniﬁcation and twice the z axis
resolution but did not detect additional particles, indicating
that the sampling dimensions used with epiﬂuorescence
acquisition were adequate.
We next asked if the signiﬁcant difference in internalized
puncta between the low density, coverslip-grown cells and
the ﬁlter-grown monolayers reﬂected the intact barrier be-
tween apical and basolateral membranes in the monolayers
by testing high density cell clusters grown on coverslips. In
these preparations the individual clusters, cultured for at least
7 days, contained at least 100 cells. Using the perfused
labeling method, dye migration between cells was evident
(Fig. 6), indicating that these high density clusters did not
have an intact barrier at the cluster edges. However, the
number of internalized puncta was similar to the values
found in the monolayers: 8 6 3 particles/cell (n ¼ 3) under
basal conditions, increasing to 30 6 8 particles/cell in ATP-
stimulated clusters (Table 3). Both the high density cover-
slipped cells and the intact monolayers had average cell cross
sectional areas less than half the value noted in the low den-
sity coverslipped cells (Tables 1–3).
The high density cell preparations were cultured for at
least 7 days, suggesting that time in culture could be a factor
in reducing trafﬁcking rates. We plated coverslips with a
higher density of cells to induce greater variability in cluster
size during a 2-day culture period to address this issue. As
shown in Fig. 7 A for basal uptake, the number of objects per
cell dropped exponentially with increasing cluster size in
cells cultured for the shorter period. Combining the basal
uptake data of Tables 1 and 3 in a single plot (Fig. 7 B) and
ﬁtting it to an exponential relation resulted in the same decay
rate, strongly suggesting that cell density rather than age in
culture was the determining factor in trafﬁcking rates.
FIGURE 4 Equivalent capacitance of FM 1-43 labeled membrane inter-
nalized during ATP stimulation falls within the range of ATP-stimulated
capacitance increases measured using whole cell patch clamp. The dis-
tribution of ATP-stimulated capacitance increases (bars) reﬂects the size
distribution of cells (10–30 pF); recorded increase is 156 4% (n¼ 27). The
mean increase using patch clamp (dashed lineM) was 2.9 pF. The FM 1-43
method measured signiﬁcant basal internalization not recorded by the patch
clamp technique, and the stimulated increase resulting from ATP was
calculated for two different cases: ATP secretion occurs in addition to basal
secretion (dotted line E1, 1.4 pF), and ATP secretion overrides basal
secretion (dotted line E2, 3.1 pF).
TABLE 2 Membrane internalized in ﬁlter-grown monolayers
Conﬂuent
monolayers
on ﬁlters
No.
particles
per cell
Average
particle
diameter (nm)
Calculated
capacitance
(pF/cell)
Effective cross
section area
per cell (mm2)
Basal (n ¼ 6) 4 6 1 560 6 10 0.04 6 0.01 44.2 6 5.1
Epiﬂuorescence
ATP (n ¼ 3) 15 6 2* 560 6 20 0.15 6 0.03* 62.8 6 5.8*
Epiﬂuorescence
Basal (n ¼ 4) 4 6 1 410 6 10y 0.02 6 0.01* 47.2 6 1.7
Confocal
ATP (n ¼ 4) 16 6 4* 390 6 10*y 0.08 6 0.02* 65.2 6 6.0*
Confocal
*p , 0.05, basal versus ATP.
yp , 0.05, epiﬂuorescence versus confocal.
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DISCUSSION
Our initial attempts to use FM 1-43 as a marker of exocytosis
in HT29-Cl.16E resulted in several inconsistencies, includ-
ing an unusually long preliminary labeling period, failure to
reach a consistent plateau (Fig. 1), and an ATP-induced in-
tense staining of the LIS that disappeared during continuous,
FIGURE 5 Confocal serial section of ﬁxed, FM 1-43 labeled conﬂuent
monolayer. The ﬁlter surface is uneven, and cells in the dark zone to the right
are below the image plane. (A) Substantial noise speckling is evident in the
gradient image. (B) Two passes with a smoothing ﬁlter eliminates noise
speckling. (C) Punctate particles are clearly visible in the raw, unprocessed
image.
FIGURE 6 Dye permeation into LIS occurs over time in high density,
coverslipped cell clusters. (A) FM 1-43 initially labels the peripheral cells of
the cluster, indicating the basolateral membrane is accessible from the bath.
(B) After 2 min, migration of dye has stained almost all the LIS. (C) Four
minutes into preliminary dye perfusion, all the LIS are stained. The brightly
stained puncta in the lower center of the cluster is debris.
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dye-free perfusion and thus was not well correlated with
trafﬁcking events (Fig. 2). Additional ambiguities are demon-
strated in the Supplementary Material. Brumback et al. (24),
who extended the use of FM 1-43 to monitor neuropeptide
granule dynamics, reported several caveats that may account
for these effects. There are no simple solutions for correcting
these problems, however, and they preclude using the MFI of
FM 1-43 as a dynamic marker of exocytosis in these
epithelial cells.
After washout of the external plasma membrane FM 1-43
staining, we observed signiﬁcant internalization of dye in the
form of puncta distributed throughout the volume of the cell
(Fig. 2 C). It is well known that membrane endocytosed in
the presence of FM 1-43 will retain its ﬂuorescent label
(16,22), and washout of extracellular plasma membrane stain
after a round of stimulation has been used to prelabel vesicles
to study recycling (16). Since the problems observed with
FM 1-43 were related to the extracellular labeling, and prior
capacitance measurements demonstrated that stimulated
membrane increases were transient, we hypothesized that
the puncta evident after dye washout represented endocy-
tosed granules that had undergone exocytosis in the presence
of FM 1-43 and could provide a measure of membrane
exocytosed and recaptured during stimulation. As discussed
above, this concept was supported by the complete reversal
of evoked increases in membrane capacitance during con-
tinuous agonist exposure and was also in agreement with the
coupling of exocytosis and endocytosis in neurons and
neuroendocrine cells (23). To test this, we developed a
technique to quantify the internalized puncta.
Quantifying internalized puncta
Our goal was to develop a simple algorithm that could be
implemented with basic microscopy tools. Acquisition of the
images used for analysis requires a microscope capable of
performing serial sectioning with high resolution. Most
laboratory microscopes equipped for epiﬂuorescence mea-
surements will sufﬁce provided they have software control of
z axis position and movement and are equipped with a high
NA objective (Materials and Methods). Image analysis was
performed using intrinsic functions available in the standard
software package used for acquisition and analysis with our
microscope and were easily incorporated into a macro for
automated analysis. This allowed a typical experiment to be
analyzed in ,15 min with moderate user interaction.
The challenging task for image analysis was to identify
sharply focused puncta present over diffuse ﬂuorescence of
varying magnitudes. We used a Laplacian (gradient) oper-
ation to help identify sharp transitions in ﬂuorescence while
ignoring gradual intensity transitions, a technique also
insensitive to baseline ﬂuorescence magnitudes (Materials
and Methods; Figs. 3 B and 5 B). The symmetry of the
Laplacian kernel gives greater weight to point changes over
line changes, making it optimal for identifying puncta while
showing decreased sensitivity to the more linear residual
staining of LIS (21). The Laplacian operation can produce
noise speckling in the image from minor, pixel-to-pixel
gradients, however, requiring a smoothing ﬁlter to average
these transitions. Noise speckling was particularly severe in
confocal images (Fig. 5, A and B), where the absence of
diffuse ﬂuorescence exposes minor pixel-to-pixel variability,
TABLE 3 Membrane internalized in high density
coverslipped cells
7–11-day-old
cells on
coverslips
No.
particles
per cell
Average
particle
diameter (nm)
Calculated
capacitance
(pF/cell)
Effective cross
section area
per cell (mm2)
Basal (n ¼ 3) 8 6 3 490 6 10y 0.06 6 0.02 118 6 11y
ATP (n ¼ 6) 30 6 8* 560 6 20* 0.33 6 0.10* 123 6 7y
*p , 0.05, basal versus ATP.
yp , 0.05, high density coverslip versus ﬁlter.
FIGURE 7 The magnitude of basal internalization decreases exponen-
tially with cell cluster density independent of cell culture age. Data are ﬁt to a
single exponential decay of the form y ¼ a expðbxÞ. (A) Cells plated at
higher density exhibit a wider distribution of cells per cluster after 2 days in
culture and an exponential decay in particles/cell with increasing density. Fit
parameters for the solid line are a¼ 352, b¼ 0.037; static labeling was used
to stain cells. (B) Data from low density coverslips cultured for 2–3 days
(Table 1) and high density coverslips cultured for 71 days (Table 3) were
combined in one set and ﬁt, with resulting ﬁt parameters for the solid (gray)
line of a ¼ 363, b ¼ 0.034. The ﬁt curve from panel A is shown as a dashed
line. Coverslips were stained using perfused labeling; the low density data
distribution between ﬁxed (A) and perfused (B) labeling is the same.
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and two passes with the smoothing ﬁlter were used. Finally,
conversion of lateral (x-y) data from pixels to meters required
calibration of each objective used as described in Materials
and Methods, and axial (z) dimensions were calibrated based
on stepper motor performance.
Veriﬁcation of measurements
There were two considerations to validate the data collected:
did the image-processing algorithm accurately count inter-
nalized puncta, and were the number of puncta counted
representative of the membrane trafﬁcking expected during
ATP stimulation. To address the ﬁrst question, we compared
data collected with both confocal and epiﬂuorescence mi-
croscopy. As shown in Table 2, both serial sectioning tech-
niques produced images that resulted in the same number of
internalized particles under either basal or ATP-stimulated
conditions. The confocal sections were acquired at half the
z-step (0.45 mm) as the epiﬂuorescence sections (1 mm),
indicating that the larger spacing did not miss particles. In
addition, the focal depth of the epiﬂuorescence acquisition
was measured as 3.25 mm, which raised the concern that
puncta a micron above or below the acquisition plane might
have enough intensity gradient to be tagged in more than one
plane. Again, the similar values acquired with confocal sec-
tioning, which closely approximates the theoretical axial
resolution, eliminated this concern and conﬁrmed the thresh-
old values used for pixel tagging. The diameter of puncta is
reduced in the confocal analysis compared to epiﬂuorescence
(Table 2), which probably reﬂects some loss due to the two
smoothing operations used on confocal sections but may also
reﬂect the improvement in lateral resolution achieved with
the higher NA objective and 13 1 binning used for confocal
acquisition (0.325 mm vs. 0.23 mm).
To assess whether the number of internalized puncta
represented a measure of the granules involved in stimulated
exocytosis, we compared the results against capacitance mea-
surements. The image analysis identiﬁes the two-dimensional
area of internalized puncta, whereas capacitance measures
their three-dimensional contribution to membrane increases.
We assigned an equivalent capacitance to identiﬁed puncta
by assuming they represented the cross section of spheres
and calculated the spherical surface area from the puncta
diameter. In the low density cells (Table 1), the equivalent
capacitance internalized is of the same order reported for
ATP-stimulated capacitance changes due to exocytosis (11,
12). Since it is not known whether basal mucin secretion
continues during stimulated secretion (4), we compared
equivalent capacitance changes for both cases (Fig. 4).
Although both cases produce changes in the range observed
with patch clamping, the case for ATP-dominated secretion
produced a change nearly identical to the mean value re-
ported with patch clamping.
In the high density monolayers, impedance analysis had
measured an ATP-stimulated 1-mF increase in capacitance
per cm2 of ﬁlter area within 3 min (13). Recovery back to
baseline capacitance was much slower than observed in sin-
gle cells: 5 min after ATP addition, monolayer capacitance
had dropped 12% from its peak value, or 0.12 mF per cm2 of
ﬁlter area. The monolayers in this study were exposed to
ATP 1 FM 1-43 for 5 min before washout, and granules
endocytosed after washout are not labeled. We expected the
FM 1-43 analysis to identify internalized membrane equiv-
alent to 0.12 mF per cm2 of ﬁlter area. From Table 2, the
effective cross section of a cell on a ﬁlter was 63 mm2. This
predicts an ATP-stimulated change in equivalent capacitance
per cell of 0.076 pF (0.12 mF/cm2 3 63 mm2/cell), the same
magnitude predicted from FM 1-43 (Table 2). Thus FM 1-43
labeled, internalized puncta represent a reasonable measure
of membrane trafﬁcked in both low density cells and intact
monolayers.
Differences in puncta internalized
It was clear from earlier electrophysiology studies in HT29-
Cl.16E that monolayers had signiﬁcant trafﬁcking differences
from single cells. Single cells exhibited a larger capacitance
increase (per cell) and a signiﬁcantly faster response and
recovery to ATP stimulation than monolayers did (11,13).
Because the monolayer response reﬂected the average of a
million cells, it was not clear whether the slower timing and
smaller capacitance change in response to ATP was due to a
staggered response among cells behaving as observed during
patch clamping, or whether the response time of individual
cells was signiﬁcantly slower with a smaller magnitude of
secretion. Our preliminary results support a smaller and
slower response in individual cells as their neighbors increase
in number. The role of density on response is not yet clear:
cell-cell contact and gap junction communication may play a
role, as well as agonist access and available surface area for
granule docking and fusion. Clearly as the cells grow denser
and potentially respond to contact inhibition, the effective
membrane presented to the apical bath would appear to shrink
considerably (Tables 1–3). A surprising ﬁnding was that
the monolayer behavior was adequately duplicated by high
density cell clusters grown on glass coverslips (Table 3),
suggesting that a barrier between apical and basolateral mem-
branes was not the determining factor for the observed dif-
ference in response. This ﬁnding suggests that high density
cells can achieve a similar differentiation statuswith respect to
mucin secretion as cells polarized on ﬁlters (Fig. 7).
These differences between cell conﬁgurations raise ques-
tions concerning the validity of extending an observation in
single cells to the polarized epithelium but may also be
exploited in advancing our knowledge of disease states. For
example, the relatively high rates of basal secretion in the
single cell and low density clusters are not present in the high
density cells (Tables 1–3), raising the question of whether
basal secretion is a signiﬁcant factor in this epithelium.
Interestingly, recent studies in subclones of the HT29 family
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have correlated their mucin secretory properties with inva-
siveness and drug resistance, identifying them as models of
human colon carcinoma (25,26). Disruption of cell polarity
is receiving attention as a promoter of malignancy (9,15),
and the polarity disruption that precedes cell plating for
whole cell patch clamping and propagation may temporarily
induce the same state observed in these carcinoma models. In
addition, it is well known that signiﬁcant increases in mucin
secretion occur during the inﬂammatory response to infec-
tion (27) and chronic obstructive lung diseases (28), and thus
the single cell model may provide clues about the in vivo
epithelium’s response to infection. The ability to use the
same functional assay across different epithelial cell conﬁg-
urations is an asset in studying the regulation of these poorly
understood phenomena and the manner in which they adapt
during differentiation.
Choice of staining methods
The ability to perform FM 1-43 staining ofﬂine presented
several advantages, such as allowing high resolution imaging
of ﬁlter-grown monolayers. A beneﬁt to perfused staining
was that the cells were continuously washed during the de-
staining step. Our experiments suggested that coverslipped
cells, which did not inhibit the ﬂow of dye into LIS (Fig. 6),
beneﬁted from continuous perfusion during the washout phase
to reverse the dye permeation into the LIS. If dye exposure can
be limited to the apical face of the membrane, as is the case
with ﬁlter-grown monolayers, then the problem of LIS dye
permeation no longer exists.
CONCLUSIONS AND GENERAL APPLICABILITY
OF THE METHOD
We have provided a detailed technique for quantifying
membrane internalized during endocytosis in epithelia at
variable stages of monolayer development and differentia-
tion, and we have demonstrated the accuracy of the analysis
and validity of the method as a predictor of granules involved
in stimulated exocytosis and retrieval in HT29-Cl.16E epi-
thelia. These cells exhibit tight coupling between exocytosis
and endocytosis and internalized particle diameters in the
500-nm range, comparable to earlier EM studies of granules
in this cell line (18). To use the method as a predictor of exo-
cytosis requires that cells exhibit compensatory endocytosis;
however, as shown for neurons and neuroendocrine cells (23),
these two processes are most likely coordinated in all se-
cretory cells to regulate cell membrane area. The primary
question is most likely not if cells retrieve membrane in-
serted through exocytosis but when, and timing is an easily
adjusted parameter in this assay.
Beyond measurements of stimulated exocytosis, evidence
suggests many cells undergo rapid recycling and inter-
nalization of membrane (29). The primary concern with
measurement of internalized membrane then becomes size
limitations: the minimum particle size that can be accurately
detected is a function of NA, ;225 nm in diameter with op-
timal components. This is a limitation of light microscopy in
general, and clearly the area of a 100-nm vesicle will not be
accurately reported by this method. If the analysis identiﬁes
numerous puncta of a single pixel in area, the user should
suspect that these puncta could be smaller than the micro-
scope resolution and take appropriate precautions. Vesicles
are expected to fuse with endosomes of the sorting and re-
cycling paths, however, and recent reports have suggested
that these compartments are within the size limitations of
light microscopy (30,31) at 200–750 nm, amenable to inves-
tigation with this FM 1-43 method.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting
BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.
Algorithms are available for download from the Department of Cell
Biology and Physiology, University of Pittsburgh at http://www.pitt.edu/
;cbertra/.
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